Business Process Engineer
PwC Slovakia is looking for a Business Process Engineer to join our Advisory, Service Delivery Practice,
serving top clients across Europe. Business Process Engineer would become a part of delivery teams on our
advisory projects combining global experience with local skills and industry knowledge to deliver premium
software solutions for the world's leading companies in the financial industry.
The successful candidate will be responsible for:




Performing highly sophisticated customization of advanced software frameworks (BPM platforms –
Pega, Outsystems and other "low code" solutions)
Analyzing business requirements to come up with the best software solutions
Interacting with the customers, always demonstrate professionalism, commitment and enthusiasm to
deliver the best results

Requirements
 IT/fundamental science/engineering university degree or a final year student
 Strong analytical mindset and sharp logical thinking
 Ability to pick up new concepts and technologies rapidly
 Creative approach to problem solving
 Self-driven, highly result-oriented personality
 Understanding the concepts of object-oriented programming
 Upper-intermediate English
 Good communication skills
*Candidates possessing excellent German would be considered for a wider range of opportunities
Benefits







Support for relocation to Slovakia
Opportunity to develop your career in a dynamic and rapidly growing team of international experts
Acquire new skills and technology expertise
Merit-based career growth
Travel to work on international assignments across Europe
Enjoy a friendly and enthusiastic environment at work
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